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The Instructor report shows scores and feedback of the instructor.

Response Table
Raters Student
Responded 27
Invited 28
Response Ratio 96%

Instructor Evaluation
Overall scores.

Mean Mode Median SD
The instructor shows inspiration and commitment to teaching and cares about the students. 4.9 5 5.0 0.3
The instructor is knowledgeable about the subject. 4.9 5 5.0 0.3
The instructor encourages participation and discussion. 5.0 5 5.0 0.2
The instructor is approachable. 4.9 5 5.0 0.3
The overall quality of this instructor is: 4.9 5 5.0 0.4
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The frequency charts shows the number of times a particular answer was selected.

1. The instructor shows inspiration and commitment to teaching and cares about the students.

2. The instructor is knowledgeable about the subject.

3. The instructor encourages participation and discussion.

4. The instructor is approachable.

The overall quality of this instructor is:
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Comments about Rhema Hokama
Comments
Prof Rhema is very caring and encouraging, and she always appreciates all our responses and is very understanding. I love how
she focuses more on helping us enjoy the lessons and learn, instead of putting the focus on grades. This helps us to want to
participate more in her class and do better
Love your class, encourages me to think more even though I'm shy to speak in class
Rhema genuinely cares for her students and it shows in her work and in the way she displays concern for us, even beyond the
classroom. She is understanding, patient and engaging. One of my most enjoyable classes in SUTD for sure. :)
A joy to have as a professor.
I really liked Rehma's pedagogy. She was my best instructor because of the fact that her commitment was reflected throughout the
whole course. She gave everyone a chance to talk and in addition she listened and tried to understand everyone's thoughts. I feel
that this made everyone participate in our discussions. The interactive arrangement of the lessons really made me learn more
during class as well. As an exchange student, I would also like to add that I received a warm welcome the very first day and during
class Rhema often stopped to see if I kept up with the Singaporean references, which made me feel included. In short, it is like this
form is designed after her way of teaching.
Prof Rhema is extremely supportive, always encourages her students and have a great sense of humour. She is very humble in
saying that, "I am learning new things from my students everyday." This is very rare from instructors.
Thank you Rhema! You are so knowledgeable and so nice!
extremely caring and nurturing individual that encourages us, the engineers, to step out of our comfort zone and explore the depths
of ourselves and the society we live in through poetry.
She cares about the students
Prof is nice and makes lessons interesting, and this class sparked an interest in poetry for me and allowed me to appreciate poetry
more
Prof Rhema Hokama is a treasure that must be protected. She cares deeply about her students' wellbeing beyond the classroom,
encourages and entertains all responses to the poems, and brings food for us.
Friendly and encouraging, very pleasant to listen to. Patient in guiding students through difficult parts. I'm very grateful to have
enrolled in Prof Rhema's class.
Shows great concern for students and classes are always fun!
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Subject Summary Report for 1930 HASS - 02.136 : Lyric Poetry

Creation Date: Monday, December 30, 2019
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The Subject Summary Report shows scores and feedback of the subject.

Response Table
Raters Student
Responded 27
Invited 28
Response Ratio 96%

Subject Evaluation

What are the best three things about this course (if any)?
Comments
interesting discussions, good movie, diverse poems
The instructor is approachable and responsible. The topics are interesting.
Prof Rhema :)
poems are fun and interesting
interesting! also freedom to express
1) Rhema
2) Poetry
really creative prof, very interesting subject, and a lovely learning experience
Our Prof Rhema, I really liked her way of teaching. 
The interactive discussions. 
The poems.
Passionate teaching. Enjoyable. Prof is Encouraging
How the class is conducted, relaxed environment, syllabus
Rhema is so nice, I like her
lovely spread of poems. I thought it really helped me understand the human condition even more.
Free discussion;
Encourage us think beyond course syllabus
Nice instructor
The poems were very interesting, enjoyed the sparring of thoughts and open class, learnt a lot through poetry regarding world views
etc really broadened my perspective
Readings were relatively short
Readings were interesting
Workload was manageable
Rhema Hokama, reading poetry in class and class discussions.
– Courseload is manageable; there is sufficient time to explore and analyse the poems in greater depth. 
– Wonderful prof. 
– Students were mostly engaged and discussions were fun.
Great exposure for good poetry
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What are the three things that you would like to see improved (if any)?
Comments
nil
many of us don't really speak up, hopefully there is a way to get more of us to talk. 830AM class is too early
smaller, more classes
It would be fun to get the opportunity to write an own poem as well!
More rigorous teaching in literary devices
Thursday 830am is so early.
I think seating in a circle will make discussions more lively. Also, asking students what they might think of a certain part of the poem
might really make class more lively.
Less love–theme poems
maybe lesser poems and more in–depth, I think notes on literary devices would have been useful especially for certain genres of
poetry but short notes not too long :)
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Overall scores.

Mean Median Mode SD
The course has stimulated my interest to learn more about the subject. 4.6 5.0 5 0.7
The course has improved my knowledge on the subject. 4.6 5.0 5 0.6
The course is well organized and structured. 4.6 5.0 5 0.6
The course work load is manageable. 4.7 5.0 5 0.6
The course involved me in active learning experiences. (Active learning is any approach to teaching in
which all students are asked to engage in the learning process. Commonly, students will engage in
small or large activities centered around writing, talking, problem solving, or reflecting.)

4.6 5.0 5 0.6

After going through all the classes and assessments, I will be able to do what is prescribed in the
learning objectives (Please see links below). 4.4 4.0 4 0.6

Overall, I would rate this course as: 4.6 5.0 5 0.6

The frequency charts shows the number of times a particular answer was selected.

1. The course has stimulated my interest to learn more about the subject.

2. The course has improved my knowledge on the subject.

3. The course is well organized and structured.

4. The course work load is manageable.
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5. The course involved me in active learning experiences. (Active learning is any approach to teaching in which all students are
asked to engage in the learning process. Commonly, students will engage in small or large activities centered around writing,
talking, problem solving, or reflecting.)

6. After going through all the classes and assessments, I will be able to do what is prescribed in the learning objectives (Please see
links below).

Overall, I would rate this course as:
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HASS Questions
1. The in-class activities were clearly related to the assigned readings and lecture topics.

Statistics Value
Mean 4.8
Median 5.0
Mode 5
Standard Deviation 0.4

2. The in-class activities helped me understand key concepts from the assigned readings and lectures.

Statistics Value
Mean 4.6
Median 5.0
Mode 5
Standard Deviation 0.5

Comments about the Subject
Comments
Very fun course.
enjoyable course, good amount of readings which does not take up too much time
I enjoy the wide range of texts we look at and the depth in which Rhema engages us using the texts.
I had no expectations on this course when I chose it since I originally am a business student, which in other words means that this
is not something I usually do. However, poetry turned out to be my favorite course at SUTD, thanks to our prof.
I think I enjoy this course, sometimes during this term I feel this course is the most interesting course I had.
This course has furthered my interest in poetry and I feel more well–equipped to read and analyse poems.
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